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Extended Abstract

Microwave photonics can be defined as the study of opto-electronic devices and systems processing signals at microwave frequencies and the use of opto-electronic devices and systems for signal handling in microwave systems [1]. Its origin as a research field dates from the invention of the laser in 1960, with microwave bandwidth optical modulators being reported by 1962 [2]. The demonstration of the room temperature semiconductor laser in 1964 [3, 4] gave further impetus to the field, due to its compact size, potentially low cost and its GHz bandwidth direct modulation capability by varying the pumping current [5]. Microwave bandwidth photodiodes were developed by the early 1960s [6]. The final essential ingredient was the invention of the low loss optical fibre waveguide in 1966 [7] for which Charles Kao was awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics in 2009. Intensive work on the reduction of impurities in silica led to single mode optical fibres with losses < 0.2 dB/km, far lower than waveguides at microwave frequencies and with vastly greater bandwidth, > 10 THz. Progress in microwave photonics has built on these technologies to create systems for the remoting of microwave antennas [8], which have replaced metallic transmission lines and are now used worldwide, including extensive deployments to provide cellular radio coverage in tunnels, large buildings and other locations where coverage from external base stations is limited. Progress in laser frequency control and the control of laser emission linewidth has made it feasible to synthesize spectrally pure (Hz linewidth) signals at THz frequencies allowing the transmission of wireless signals with data rates exceeding 100 Gb/s [9]. A key area for future advances is photonic integration as a driver for reduced systems cost. Important demonstrations have already taken place using InP technology [10] and the pioneering demonstration of lasers directly integrated on silicon [11] offers the potential for larger scale integration at greatly reduced cost.
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